Sylvania Replacement Bulbs

“You’ll never again see darkness in the same light” says Sylvania about their new SilverStar™ High Performance Halogen bulb. Comparable to those expensive High Intensity Discharge lights, this bulb simply replaces your current bulb to give you brighter, whiter light—up to 20% greater than standard halogen bulbs. If your bulbs are getting dim, upgrade them to SilverStar and see what you’ve been missing! Fits all H4 applications. Call for more information.

Sylvania Replacement Bulbs - Pair (9665)

TECH TIP: Halogen Replacement Bulbs

Many of the original equipment and aftermarket lamps (such as Hella) have replacement halogen bulbs. Be very careful when handling these bulbs. DO NOT TOUCH THE GLASS. Oil from your skin can cause hot spots on the bulb and will cause it to burn out very quickly. Cleaning the bulbs with alcohol prior to installation is a worthwhile precaution.

Hella Vision Plus Replacement Headlights

Maximum Performance Halogen Conversion

Headlamps! The Hella Vision Plus dramatically improves headlamp performance. Until now, headlamps with this level of performance were only available in Europe or for off-road and racing in the United States. The Hella Vision Plus is based on European headlamp technology, but conforms to SAE/DOT standards for street and highway use.

Hella Vision Plus Headlight Pair (9665)

Replacement Halogen Bulb (9667)

You’ll never again see darkness in the same light” says Sylvania about their new SilverStar™ High Performance Halogen bulb. Comparable to those expensive High Intensity Discharge lights, this bulb simply replaces your current bulb to give you brighter, whiter light—up to 20% greater than standard halogen bulbs. If your bulbs are getting dim, upgrade them to SilverStar and see what you’ve been missing! Fits all H4 applications. Call for more information.

Sylvania Replacement Bulbs - Pair (9665)